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LOU DSPEAKERS



Custom-made drivers
Each individual driver used in BeoLab 
speakers is measured for unique perfor-
mance characteristics. This data is then 
used to individually calibrate each am-
plifier for that perfectly balanced sound 
reproduction.

Digital amplifiers
All BeoLab speakers include dedicated 
amplifiers. Active loudspeaker technolo-
gy with crystal clear sound amplification 
that ensures you get an unforgettable 
experience.

Acoustic Lens Technology
Another unique BeoLab technology is 
the acoustic lens. Its horizontal sound dis-
persion conveys smooth high-frequency 
sound evenly throughout the room en-
abling you to move around more freely 
while still experiencing perfect sound.

Distinct materials
To ensure an aesthetically pleasing ap-
pearance on all BeoLab speakers, only 
the very best aluminium is used – 99.9% 
pure aluminium is used to create surfaces 
like no one else in the world.

Temperature monitoring
BeoLab speakers monitor the internal 
temperature of the drivers and use this 
data intelligently to tame the amplifier’s 
power outputs, and if need be, protect 
the drivers against overheating the coils.

WiSA
BeoLab speakers are available with no 
latency wireless sound, perfect for in-
sync multichannel audio presenting you 
with freedom to place or move them any-
where in the room.

Adaptive Bass Linearisation
To deliver ultra-high-intensity bass with-
out risking woofer damage when playing 
at full volume, Bang & Olufsen’s Adap-
tive Bass Linearisation constantly moni-
tors and adapts the lows.

TV speakers
To our acoustical engineers, any Bang & 
Olufsen TV is simply an amazing sounding 
speaker system with a large display.

T HE  BEOL AB D IFFERENCE
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BEOLAB 20

BeoLab 20 offers Immaculate Wireless 
Sound for crystal clear, wireless bliss, 
giving you the freedom to decorate your 
room. Its powerful and refined perfor-
mance comes from the active speaker 
design and the uncompromising engi-
neering of its digital sound engine. 

Cover: Midnight green, rumba red, forged iron grey,  
driftwood beige, black, white

BEOLAB 5

2500 watts of exceptional digital ampli-
fication create a bigger, clearer, more re-
alistic sound in your living room than you 
thought possible. BeoLab 5 also analyses 
the “sound of the room” and adjusts its 
own performance accordingly.

Cover: Black, white

BEOLAB 90

A perfect mix of world-class design and 
acoustics. Our most powerful digital 
loudspeaker to date, it provides you with 
clarity, range and a sound staging that is 
second-to-none. It features 360-degree 
design that will give you mind-blow-
ing sound regardless of its placement. 
 
 
Cover: Black

BEOLAB 18

Part of our collection of Immaculate Wire-
less Sound-enabled loudspeakers Beo-
Lab 18 is a sophisticated reincarnation of 
our renowned column loudspeaker.

Cabinet: Aluminium
Lamella: Maple, oak, walnut, black, white

BEOLAB 17

Part of our collection of Immaculate 
Wireless Sound-enabled loudspeakers 
BeoLab 17 can be positioned anywhere 
from bookshelves to walls or in corners, 
to shape incredibly robust wireless sound.

Cabinet: Aluminium, black, white
Cover: Midnight green, rumba red, forged iron grey,  
driftwood beige, black, white

BEOLAB 19

Part of our collection of Immaculate 
Wireless Sound-enabled loudspeakers 
BeoLab 19 is a subwoofer for deep 
bass signals.

Cabinet: Grey, white, black
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PALATIAL

Integrated in-wall speakers with  
full-bodied sounds. Palatial are passive 
in-wall speakers made for active listening.  
For room-filling music experiences and 
invisible home theatre set-ups where 
sounds are heard, not seen. 
 
 
 
Mounting: In-wall speakers
Accessories: Advanced aluminium grille
Variations: 2 x 6.5” woofers and 4 x 6.5” woofers

CELESTIAL

Discreet in-ceiling speakers for room-fill-
ing sound experiences. Celestial are  
passive in-ceiling speakers combining  
exceptional sound performance with  
flexibility and simple installation in an  
unobtrusive design that matches any  
interior. 

Mounting: In-ceiling speakers
Accessories: Advanced aluminum grille
Variations: 2-way and 3-way systems ranging from 6.5 
Inch to 10 Inch

BEOLAB 3

Small yet mighty, BeoLab 3 delivers the 
precise, powerful sound equivalent of a 
conventional speaker roughly 10 times the 
size thanks to the unconventional design 
and two ICEpower amplifiers in each unit. 
 
 
 
 
Cabinet: Dark grey, black, white
Mounting: Wall bracket, table stand, table ring,  
floor stand
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BEOLAB RECEIVER 1

Seamlessly integrate any speaker from 
the Bang & Olufsen portfolio into your Im-
maculate Wireless Sound solution. Sim-
ply attach BeoLab Receiver 1 to a current 
wired Bang & Olufsen speaker of your 
choosing, and you’re ready to immerse 
your living space in superb audio – wire-
lessly. Create your perfect custom home 
cinema experience or sculpt a peerless 
musical landscape.

BEOLAB TRANSMITTER 1

Regardless of your Bang & Olufsen TV or 
music system, you can now experience 
seamless connectivity to our brand new 
speakers featuring Immaculate Wireless 
Sound. Simply integrate BeoLab Trans-
mitter 1 into your existing setup to un-
leash exceptional wireless sound through 
the new BeoLab 17, BeoLab 18 or BeoLab 
20 speakers, and add depth and bass 
with our BeoLab 19 subwoofer – scalable 
up to a full 7.1 surround sound setup.
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TELEVIS IONS



360 degree Chromatic Room  
Adaptation
Ambient light levels and colour tempera-
ture constantly change due to the sun’s 
movement, this strongly affects your im-
age quality perception. BeoVision Avant 
constantly monitor light levels, colour 
temperature and automatically calibrate 
the image for the best possible viewing 
experience.

Motorised stand
Today’s interior design is highly influenced 
by smooth flow and an open floor plan 
design. Most BeoVisions are is designed 
with integrated motorised stand options, 
enabling one TV to cover multiple rooms/
viewing locations.

Peripheral Unit Control
Simple, easy to use one remote control 
operation is included in all BeoVisions en-
suring a simple and uniform interface. No 
programming is needed to benefit from 
the internal control system, just pick your 
AV source from the list and the TV will 
take control and let you operate it from 
one Bang & Olufsen remote control.

Auto Room Calibration 
Room layout, speaker location and décor 
affect sound clarity. BeoVision Avant in-
cludes sophisticated DSP processing and 
microphone for measuring the room and 
speaker location to ensure you get the 
optimal sound performance.

UHD
Ultra HD is the ultimate resolution for the 
best video experience. Your Beo Vision  
Avant includes Ultra HD screen and vid-
eo processing ensuring a surprisingly 
life-like image.

HDMI distribution
Freedom to continue any show on any 
BeoVision in any room at any time. The 
BeoVision includes full HD HDMI matrix 
video distribution control.

Home Automation Interface
BeoVisions include Home Automation 
user interface.  Adjust the lights or tem-
perature directly on the screen, check the 
IP cameras and unlock the front gate, the 
possibilities are limitless.

VisionClear
All BeoVisions include a slew of propri-
etary video technologies called Vision-
Clear. Countless hours of research and 
60+ years of experience has yielded the 
VisionClear technology serving you with 
the best picture performance ever.

WISA
Wires tie you down, with WISA built into 
the BeoVision you gain freedom. Freedom 
to rearrange your furniture and speakers 
any time you want. No need to run new 
cables to your speakers. BeoVisions com-
municate wirelessly with your speakers. 
You can place them around the room as 
you wish.

Surround sound 
Experience the movie’s full impact the 
way it was meant to be heard. Immerse 
yourself in a perfectly-choreographed 
symphony of clear sound. BeoVisions in-
clude True Image™ digital surround sound 
processors to ensure the perfect listening 
experience.

Anti-reflection coated screen
Bright light reflects on TV screens and 
affects your viewing comfort. The same 

technology used on fighter jets wind-
shield to eliminate visual glare from the 
sun has also been applied to your Beo-
Vision for the optimal visual experience.

Multiroom sound distribution
BeoVisions can share sound and control 
from all their sources to each other over 
the network. Proprietary technology en-
sures the sound is synchronised, so you 
can enjoy perfect echo-free sound as you 
move from room to room. 

Music system
Your BeoVision is a complete audio and 
video center. It features embedded digital 
Internet Radio and music streaming ser-
vices like Spotify and Deezer.

Digital dedicated amplifiers
Bang & Olufsen sound is half the pic-
ture. Any BeoVision includes a dedicated 
amplifer per driver unit and sophisticat-
ed digital signal processes that ensure a 
mind-blowing listening and viewing ex-
perience.

T HE  BEOVI S ION D I FFERENCE
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BEOVISION AVANT — 85

The majestic 85” version of BeoVision 
Avant features cutting edge direct type 
LED technology with 2D local back-
light dimming. These provide the flexi-
bility necessary to bring the true power 
of cinema straight to your living room. 
 
 
 
 
Rear Cabinet: Aluminium, steel
Placement: Motorised floor stand, motorised wall bracket, 
fixed wall bracket

BEOVISION AVANT — 75

BeoVison Avant is a celebration of move-
ment. An unforgettable fusion of Ultra 
High-Definition (4K) picture and iconic 
Bang & Olufsen sound that unfolds before 
your very eyes. The design philosophy of 
BeoVision Avant celebrates smooth, nat-
ural transitions with an incredibly subtle 
frame.

Rear Cabinet: Aluminium, steel
Placement: Motorised floor stand, motorised wall bracket, 
fixed wall bracket

BEOVISION AVANT — 55

The Ultra High-Definition screen com-
bines local dimming across more than 
8 million pixels, bringing out the tiniest 
details in the action. Precision tuned to 
Bang & Olufsen’s most exacting standard, 
BeoVision Avant redefines the audio im-
pact a TV can deliver.

Rear Cabinet: Aluminium, steel
Placement: Motorised floor stand, motorised wall bracket, 
motorised table stand, fixed wall bracket
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BEOVISION 14 — 55

BeoVision 14 is a 4K Ultra HD LED TV  
featuring a world of connectivity options, 
integrated access to all your exciting 
apps and boasting a bigger and more  
immersive sound than most stand-
alone speaker systems. It is much more 
than a TV. It is a focal point for all your  
entertainment.

Frame: Aluminium or black
Cabinet: Black 
Speaker lamellas: Oak wood
Fabric covers: Black, driftwood beige, white, midnight 
green, forged iron grey, rumba red
Placement: Motorised floor stand, motorised wall bracket, 
wall bracket with manual turn, easel stand

BEOVISION 14 — 40

It looks familiar but everything  
has changed, from the inside and out. 
Recrafted and refined for a whole new, 
lively appearance, rebooted for a more 
flexible and independent television  
experience.

Frame: Aluminium or black
Cabinet: Black 
Speaker lamellas: Oak wood
Fabric covers: Black, driftwood beige, white, midnight 
green, forged iron grey, rumba red
Placement: Motorised floor stand, motorised wall bracket, 
wall bracket with manual turn, easel stand

BEOSYSTEM 4

BeoSystem 4 is the video engine that 
takes customised cinematic entertain-
ment to a whole new level. It is optimised 
for a central installation that may include 
advanced sound setups and home-auto-
mation systems. You can connect up to 
six different sources such as Blu-ray play-
ers, Apple TV, PlayStation, etc., and get 
full control of the entire system.
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BEOVISION HORIZON — 48

BeoVision Horizon is a modern 4K UHD 
screen that gives you total flexibility in 
terms of placement options, a stellar and 
forceful sound experience, amazing pic-
ture quality automatically adjusted to 
content and light conditions 

Frame: Black matt anodised aluminium
Cabinet: Black 
Speaker grill: Forged iron grey matt anodised aluminium 
lamellas
Placement: Wheel stand, floor stand, easel stand, wall 
bracket

BEOVISION HORIZON — 40

Introducing a new form of functional 
flexibility that entertains you when and 
where it suits you with integrated access 
to all your entertainment through the 
ever evolving Android TVTM platform..

Frame: Black matt anodised aluminium
Cabinet: Black 
Speaker grill: Forged iron grey matt anodised aluminium 
lamellas
Placement: Wheel stand, floor stand, easel stand, wall 
bracket
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MU SIC  SYSTEMS ,  

REMOTES  &  L INKS



T HE  BEOL INK  D I FFERENCE

Move
Let the experiences follow you through your home, enjoy music 
in the living room and let BeoLink move that experience to the 
library or any other room as you wish.

Video
Enjoy a stunning Blu-ray movie in the family room and fin-
ish it in the comfort of your bedroom. BeoLink empowers 
you with the ability to watch any HD source and control it 
in any room with a Bang & Olufsen system. 

Control
Take control of any source from any room. Experience the 
full flexibility and freedom BeoLink offers. 

Join
Let the ambiance flow through your home, entertain with 
stunningly clear sound, enjoy perfectly synchronised and 
echo-free music in all selected rooms.

App
Operate Bang & Olufsen systems using your smartphone 
or tablet, browse cover art and pick that perfect track. Set 
the mood, turn down your lights, close the shades and set 
the temperature – all of this can be done through a simply 
designed interface.  

In short 
BeoLink is the intelligent system built into our products, 
working behind the scenes to deliver the ultimate experi-
ence of simplicity, comfort and brilliant integration.  
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BEOREMOTE ONE

A technical feat in aluminium with a 
smooth unibody free from visible screws 
or sharp edges, BeoRemote One is ergo-
nomic and intuitive to use. 

Available in: Silver

BEOSOUND 35

A high-end wireless speaker and all-in-
one multiroom music system with an 
easy-to-use touch interface and integrat-
ed access to music, radio, Internet radio 
TuneIn, and streaming services like Spo-
tify and Deezer.

Mounting: High and low wall bracket or table stand

BEOSOUND MOMENT

BeoSound Moment is an intelligent wire-
less music system that integrates your 
music and streaming services into one. 
With just one touch, you can operate 
the world’s first wood interface. Includes 
Bluetooth, Multiroom App, Network con-
nectivity & DLNA.

BEOSOUND ESSENCE REMOTE

Just touch BeoSound Essence and start 
your favourite music sources. The control 
elements are reduced to the bare essen-
tials. You can start your music, stop your 
music, skip tracks, change source and ad-
just the volume. That’s all you need. 

BEOSOUND 2

All you need when and where you need 
it. It is sound on your terms. BeoSound 2 
works like charm; setup, connect and play 
with ease and speed.

Available in: Silver and brass

BEOSOUND 1
 
Thanks to the sturdy aluminium body and 
built-in power source your BeoSound 1 
speaker is perfect for a flexible lifestyle 
where the beauty of the music goes with 
you; between rooms in your home or for 
that special occasion outside.

Available in: Silver and brass
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BEOAMP 2

High power in small size. An efficient am-
plifier for a single zone installation. With 
its 2 x 150W the BeoAmp2 amplifier is 
an ultra-compact and power full audio 
amplifier intended to be used for a sin-
gle zone custom installations as well as in 
professional applications.

BEOAMP 16

The BeoAmp 16 amplifier is an ultra-com-
pact and highly efficient audio power am-
plifier intended for multi-zone custom in-
stallations in modern homes, but can also 
be used in professional applications.

BEOLINK NL/ML CONVERTER

This versatile product can serve multi-
ple functions simultaneously, including 
bridging sound and control between the 
new digital Network Link and the analog 
Master Link system. Furthermore, the 
BeoLink NL/ML Converter adds an ex-
tra speaker zone to any Master Link or 
Network Link system, including individu-
al source select and control, to perfectly 
synchronise sound throughout a home. 

BEOLINK GATEWAY

Bang & Olufsen’s automation engine, 
BeoLink Gateway is the key to controlling 
everything, from the curtains to the cof-
fee maker – it is the mastermind behind 
your Bang & Olufsen Home Integration 
solution. The technology is integral to 
each Bang & Olufsen product, enabling 
seamless communication across our en-
tire range of systems.

BEOSOUND ESSENCE BOX

A BeoSound Essence setup consists of 
a hideaway box and an optional wall or 
table stand remote. It is a simple, elegant 
one-touch music system and an integrat-
ed component in the wireless Bang & 
Olufsen BeoLink Multiroom experience. It 
gives direct access to some popular mu-
sic services and thousands of global in-
ternet radio stations. 
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IPAD HOLDER — IN WALL

Discretely display your iPad with this 
in-wall mount. It features a mounting  
cradle and magnetic bezel, which provide 
a semi-permanent point of control for 
your home automation system. 

IPAD HOLDER — ON WALL

This aluminium mount keeps your iPad 
completely secure while easily displaying 
its functions. The slim design presents 
your device in a stylish manner and is ideal 
for operating home automation systems 
in residential and commercial settings. 

LANDSCAPE MODE

Item 28002 - iPad holder - Air on-wall aluminium
Item 28004 - iPad holder - Air in-wall aluminium
Item 28003 - iPad holder - Mini on-wall aluminium
Item 28005 - iPad holder - Mini in-wall aluminium
Item 28064 - iPad holder - Air on-wall Black
Item 28062 - iPad holder - Air in-wall Black
Item 28065 - iPad holder - Mini on-wall Black
Item 28063 - iPad holder - Mini in-wall Black
Item 28037 - iPad holder - Pro on-wall aluminium
Item 28038 - iPad holder - Pro in-wall aluminium

PORTRAIT MODE 

Item 300030 - iPad holder - Mini in-wall aluminium
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BEOPLAY S8 CONNECTION HUB

The B&O PLAY Connection Hub allows 
you to hook up BeoPlay S8 to almost any 
TV and audio sources, using optical or 
analogue cables. It handles up to three 
connections at a time, and automatically 
changes to the last audio source to play. 
No remotes are needed, as the Hub learns 
the IR commands from your TV remote or 
any other remote. 

BEOPLAY S8

The BeoPlay S8 combines award-win-
ning design with powerful acoustic 
performance to shape a speaker that 
instantly enhances any home audio set-
up. Connect to any streaming device or 
audio source via volume regulated au-
dio output using RCA (phono) plugs  
or 3.5mm jack.

Available: in true black 

BEOPLAY A9

BeoPlay A9 is a one-point music system 
capable of handling all your music needs. 
Connect using AirPlay, DLNA or Blue-
tooth 4.0. BeoPlay A9 also features the 
BeoLink Multiroom technology, wirelessly 
uniting B&O PLAY and Bang & Olufsen 
products.

Cabinet: White, black 
Legs: Oak, maple
Covers: Silver, green, red, dark grey

BEOLIT 15

A super-stylish, portable compact speak-
er with simply awesome sound designed 
by Cecilie Manz. Built-in battery lets you 
enjoy music on the move, streamed via 
AirPlay from your mobile device.

Available in: Natural, shaded rosa, polar blue, natural 
champagne

BEOPLAY A6

BeoPlay A6 is a one-point music sys-
tem that fills the room with spectacular 
sound. This modern day jukebox allows 
for spacious sound and features the Beo-
Link Multiroom technology that unites 
B&O PLAY and Bang & Olufsen products 
into one complete wireless system. 

Available in: Light grey, dark grey, dusty blue, dark rose

BEOPLAY M5

Three evenly distributed tweeters, a full 
range capable front facing midrange driv-
er and a powerful 5” neodymium powered 
long stroke woofer that fires all its energy 
down towards a carefully designed dis-
penser, provide a uniform dispersion of 
well-balanced Bang & Olufsen Signature 
Sound all around. Features the BeoLink 
Multiroom technology that unites B&O 
Play and Bang & Olufsen products.

Available in: Natural and black with seasonal colours to 
come
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BEOPLAY A1

Life is an adventure. Some epic. Some 
everyday. The ultra-portable Bluetooth 
speaker that will travel with you any-
where and bring more sound and more 
bass into your life - wherever it’s happen-
ing that moment.

Available in: Black, natural, moss green, deep red

BEOPLAY A2 ACTIVE

Portable, dust and splash resistant, 
Bluetooth speaker with True360 sound.  
Beoplay A2 Active is designed to go any-
where and is built to be splash and dust 
resistant. At only 1.1 kg, it’s light on the go 
but can easily withstand the ruggedness 
of everyday life.

Covers: Stone grey, natural
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FORM 2i

Ultra sleek and light headphones with a 
design that originated 30 years ago and 
is enshrined at the Museum of Modern 
Art, New York. Dynamic, semi-open, with 
a 28mm adjustability on each side of the 
headphone.

Available in: Blue, black, grey, green, red, white, black

BEOPLAY H2

The BeoPlay H2 is a flexible, on-ear head-
phone that offers superior sound, as well 
as microphone and remote features for 
hassle-free control. Adaptive fit technol-
ogy means BeoPlay H2 adapts to fit any 
head perfectly and within minutes.

Available in: Feldstar green, deep red, shaded rosa, silver 
cloud, carbon blue

BEOPLAY H6

Premium sound and supreme listening 
experience define the iconic, dynamic, 
closed back BeoPlay H6 over-ear head-
phones, crafted from the highest quality 
materials.

Available in: Black, natural, graphite blush, bronze hazel

BEOPLAY H7

Premium wireless over-ear headphone, 
fine-tuned to bring you sound that stays 
true to the music, with or without the cord. 
A single charge keeps the H7 playing from 
the moment you turn it on until you take 
them off at night.

Available in: Black, natural, cenere grey

BEOPLAY H8

Dynamic wireless uncompromised sound 
that features an intuitive touch interface 
giving you full control when you’re listen-
ing to music or talking on the phone.

Available in: Argilla bright, grey hazel

BEOPLAY H9

With Beoplay H9, the focus is on the  
music. So you can enjoy all the power and 
precision of authentic Bang & Olufsen 
Signature Sound and move freely.  
Beoplay H9 features a rechargeable and 
replaceable battery with up to 14 hours 
of wireless music and advanced Active 
Noise Cancellation technology.

Available in: Argilla grey, black
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EARPHONES

The Earphones features dynamic full tone 
loudspeakers mounted on a tele scopic 
bar. They’re constructed according to 
the open loudspeaker principle that lets 
through some environmental sounds, so 
you’re not entirely cut off from the world.

Available in: Black, white

BEOPLAY H5

Beoplay H5 give you an immersive listen-
ing experience that transforms the every-
day. From the daily commute to the eve-
ning run, Beoplay H5 wireless earphones 
deliver outstanding Bang & Olufsen Signa-
ture Sound for your active, everyday life. 
 
 
 
Available in: Black, moss green, dusty rose

BEOPLAY H3 ANC
 
Delicately tuned for those who want to 
experience all the details of their music, 
even in noisy environments. These active 
noise cancellation in-hear headphones 
feature air vents, resulting in natural sound 
reproduction. The rechargeable battery 
provides up to 20 hours of continuous 
playtime with ANC turned on.

Available in: Gunmetal grey

EARSET 3i 

For active people on the move, EarSet 3i 
(with microphone) & EarSet A8 fit per-
fectly round the ears for secure in-ear 
sound from dynamic full-tone loudspeak-
ers that will amaze you, especially weigh-
ing just 8 grams.

Available in: Black, white

BEOPLAY H3

Dynamic in-ear headphones offering im-
mense comfort, powerful sound and a 
durable sturdy exterior in a range of out-
fit-flattering colors. BeoPlay H3 comes in 
a beautifully crafted carrying case.

Available in: Silver, black, golden
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To find your nearest Bang & Olufsen store please visit 

bang.olufsen.com/find-store
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